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Durable Shake Alternative
This testimonial is from Jerry and Sandy Claunch:
I wish I had the words that would describe how Sandy and
I feel about our new roof. Awesome is too over used and
does not describe our satisfaction even close. We are so very
pleased with our home now that we have the Decra Shake XD®
installed. It is absolutely beautiful.

somehow. I feel so fortunate to have found DECRA and
Legacy you guys are incredible (well beyond awesome). I
don’ t know how to thank you all enough. Any time you are
having a rough day, I want you to remember the Claunch roof
and how very, very pleased we are with your work, effort and
time you spent here.

I was walking our dog, Little Bit this morning and a neighbor
came out and said our new roof is the talk of the community.
They said everyone was so impressed with the look and the
speed at which it was installed.

Whenever anyone wants a reference about your product or
work, give my name and phone number, and if they are truly
interested, you will get the sale. Just make sure they have
more than a few minutes to talk to me, because I will go “on
and on” about you guys and your companies.

I really wanted the cedar shake look, but wanted a more
durable roof. I took the attached picture yesterday. The home
in the foreground is my neighbor who has a weathered cedar
shake roof, my home is in the background. They are identical
in color, but our roof is beautiful. I think this photo says a lot
about Shake XD®. You keep the look, but upgrade the quality
and life of your home.

Thank you all for what you have done for us.

Jerry & Sandy Claunch
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida

In my opinion, the stone covered metal roof such as
Shake XD® gives such a “peace of mind” that is non-existent
with other roofing materials in an area where hurricanes will
hit. One of our neighbors said, “I am coming to your house
when the next hurricane approaches.”
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Most of the people we know who have had roofs replaced
tell us how much of a nightmare it was. Not so with Stan,
Derek, Bill and Kevin. To be honest, I felt bad yesterday
because the roofing came to a completion. I feel we have
made some friends and hope we can all keep in contact
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